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BOOKED  
for the evening ™

honoring Will Shortz 

May 27, 2010, Westport Public Library 
Puzzle by Patrick Merrell 

  ACROSS

 1 Little ones
 5 Paintball sound
 10 “If you ask me,” in a  
  chat room
 14 “No way!”
 15 Something from the oven
 16 1982 cyberflick
 17 Staged
 19 Storting meeting place
 20 College degree for Will Shortz
 22 Back from dreamland
 24 It’s next to nothing
 25 Letters on Challenger
 27 G.I. constabulary
 28 Worth an “F”
 32 15-year magazine stint  
  for Will Shortz
 34 Twice tetra-
 36 Cries of regret
 37 Mushroom stems
 38 “Weekend Edition,” e.g.
 41 Field of vision?
 44 Script add-on?
 45 Río contents
 49 Arabian Will Shortz grew  
  up with
 50 Golden Hind captain
 52 Mendes of “2 Fast 2 Furious”
 53 Sellout sign
 54 Bit of light
 56 Soho so longs
 58 Obsession for Will Shortz ...   
   uh, during his childhood?
 63 Doesn’t dilly-dally
 64 Jousting wear
 67 “George of the Jungle” elephant
 68 Self-help category
 69 Chinese weight
 70 Classic sneakers
 71 When some nighttime  
  news begins
 72 What a tout may tout

  DOWN

 1 King of the 18th dynasty
 2 “That feels great”
 3 How the Great Sphinx looks
 4 Cut of meat
 5 Puppeteer Tony
 6 Schoolmarmish
 7 “Livin’ la Vida ___”
 8 Explosive compound
 9 Limb grabber
 10 Langston Hughes poem
 11 Field’s role as Forrest’s momma
 12 Papal court
 13 Lennon’s “Two Virgins” partner
 18 “___ yellow ribbon ...”
 21 Have a ___ stand on
 22 Latin 101 word
 23 Int’l. competition Will  
  Shortz founded
 26 Numbskull
 29 Bankrolls
 30 Memo letters
 31 “Forgive ___ trespasses ...”
 33 Sanyo competitor
 35 Fleischer and Onassis
 37 Chiang Kai-___
 39 Sharp-tasting

 40 Mexicali Mrs.
 41 Surprised gasps
 42 Jaguar competitor
 43 Competed in the Hambletonian
 46 Sees red
 47 Law sch. for Will Shortz
 48 Some batteries
 50 Color info of importance  
  to knitters
 51 Sicilian smoker
 55 Greek leader?
 57 ___-ground missile
 59 Nile slitherers
 60 Verb for Tweety
 61 Major finale?
 62 It’s a gas
 63 Pop the question
 65 U.K. reference
 66 “Treasure Island” monogram 
 
Notes: The circled letters, when unscrambled, 
will spell the initials of a Will Shortz event. 

An additional theme answer appears along one 
of the grid’s main diagonals.  
Aside from the theme clues (and a few others), 
every clue is one that has appeared in The 
New York Times during Will Shortz’s tenure.
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SPEECH OUTLINE 
 
• OPENING: Opening remarks and then an explanation that the main points of the 
speech will coordinate with answers that are written on a large crossword grid on stage, 
one by one as the speech progresses. 
 
• CHILDHOOD: "Here's a little-known fact — Will grew up with Arabians." Will's life 
growing up on an Arabian horse farm in Crawfordsville, Indiana is described. HORSE is 
entered in the grid at 49-Across, reading the clue for it: "Arabian Will grew up with." More 
about Will's early life, his first puzzles, etc. 
 
• COLLEGE: "When Will came of age, he decided he needed to broaden his horizons, 
see the world, and go where no Shortz had ever gone before ... so he drove 50 miles 
down the road and enrolled at Indiana University." A bit more about college. "While he 
was there, he devised his own major and graduated with a degree in ENIGMATOLOGY, 
the only person in the world to hold such a degree." ENIGMATOLOGY is entered at 20-
Across, reading the clue: "College degree for Will."  
 
• LAW SCHOOL: "Will next considered what to do with his life. Two choices came to 
mind: the financial security that would come with a career in law — or the fame and riches 
that a career in puzzles would bring. He enrolled in the law school at the University of 
Virginia." UVA is entered at 47-Down, reading the clue: "Law sch. for Will." More about 
law school, getting his J.D. and then deciding to go into puzzles after all. 
 
• PUZZLE CAREER: "Will ventured into the world of puzzles, getting his first job at 
Penny Press." A bit about that. "He then went on to become an editor at Games 
magazine, serving as the head editor for the last 4 of his 15 years there." GAMES is 
entered at 32-Across, reading the clue: "15-year magazine stint for Will." More about 
Games — facts, anecdotes, whatever. 
 
— "In 1978, he founded the American Crossword Puzzle Tournament — or to people 
who like snappy acronyms, the ACPT. Only Will Shortz, a wizard at manipulating words 
and letters, could have come up with something so clever, so enigmatological — (try to 
pronounce the following like a word) the ackpt." ACPT is entered in the circles in the grid. 
"We put those circles in the grid specially for Will ... because Will loves putting circles in 
grids whenever he can." More about the tournament, including Helene Hovanec's help in 
coordinating it, and the fact that it recently had its 33rd installment in nearby Brooklyn. 
“Also, in 2006, a hit documentary about Shortz and the tournament was made by the 
director Patrick Creadon, Wordplay. Hit documentary — you heard that right. It was the 
best-reviewed documentary of the year and one of the most successful ever at the box 
office.” 
 
— "In 1987, Will became the puzzlemaster for NPR's Weekend Edition.” RADIO SHOW is 
entered at 38-Across, reading the clue: "Weekend Edition, for example." More about his 
segment on the show and Liane Hansen, his cohost. 
 
— "In 1992, Will founded the World Puzzle Championship." WPC is entered at 23-Down, 
reading the clue: "Int'l. competition Will founded." More about the tournament, including the 
fact that he’s also the director of the U.S. team. 
 
• OTHER PUZZLE ACHIEVEMENTS: “He wrote riddles for the movie Batman, has 
hosted the Wonderful World of Words weekend at the Mohonk Mountain House in New 
Paltz, NY, is the historian for The National Puzzlers’ League (under the secret code name 



Willz),  and has clogged the puzzle section in bookstores across the country with 
hundreds of crossword, sudoku and other puzzle books written or edited by him. In 2009, 
he introduced the KenKen puzzle to U.S. audiences through the pages of the NYT, 
paving the way for yet more books.” 
 
• TABLE TENNIS: Will's fanaticism about table tennis is talked about, including the fact 
that he plays at two Westchester clubs while looking to buy a building for his own club. 
“He’s even imported his own coach from that hotbed of table tennis, Barbados.” His 
coach’s name is Robert Roberts. "At his clubs, he often plays against the cartoon editor 
of The New Yorker, Robert Mankoff. A crossword editor playing a cartoon editor. All they 
need is the Word Jumble guy and the lady who writes the daily horoscope to join them for 
a game of doubles, and the newspaper 'fun' section is complete." Another tidbit: “And he 
plays internationally. Wherever he travels, one of his top priorities is finding a local club 
where he can play. Once, while attending a puzzle tournament in Turkey, he made room 
in his schedule one day to drive 10 hours across the length of the country so that he 
could then play all night in Istanbul.” TABLE TENNIS is entered at 58-Across (important: 
leave a space blank before the first T) while reading the clue: "Obsession for Will." 
  
The following suggested text is used at this point: 
 
Okay, you may be wondering about that empty space in front of TABLE TENNIS. 
 
Here's the thing about crossword writers. They've got this hang-up about symmetry. An 
obsession, really. Take a look at this grid. Symmetry everywhere. The black squares are 
symmetrical. The white squares are symmetrical. Will's ‘special circled squares’ are 
symmetrical. Even the theme entries are symmetrical ... 
 
... except for this last entry, TABLE TENNIS, which we have to get in because that's how 
Will spends like half his day. But it's not symmetrical with ENIGMATOLOGY. It’s one 
letter short. 
 
However, there's a solution, because we can't have an empty space or another black 
square there — the world would explode. What we do is add an S to the beginning, 
making it STABLE TENNIS, and clue it as "Obsession for Will ... uh, during his childhood." 
We've got our symmetry and everyone is happy. (Description of how stable tennis is 
played can be added if wanted, including the fact that Will doesn’t particularly like horses.) 
 
• PHONY WIND-UP: "So there you have the life of Will Shortz." (pause) "Hmm, seems 
to me there's something else? Some part of his life that I've forgotten (perhaps looking to 
the audience for help). Ah, yes, he's also the crossword editor for The New York Times, 
a job he's held since 1993!" Include some facts and anecdotes about his NYT career. 
Mentions of his researcher and testers. 
 
"Now, we don't really have a symmetrical spot left in this grid for that part of his life, do 
we? So here's what we'll do..." THE NEW YORK TIMES is entered diagonally in the grid 
from upper left corner to lower right corner.  
 
• REAL WIND-UP: Finale, which ends with the surprise announcement that Will will 
come up on stage and solve the rest of the puzzle against the clock. And an explanation 
that, with only a few exceptions, every clue in the rest of the puzzle is one that's 
appeared in a New York Times crossword during Will's tenure. (The non-Will clues are 
noted with an asterisk.) 
 



T A D S S P L A T I M H O
U H U H A R O M A T R O N
T H E A T R I C A L O S L O

E N I G M A T O L O G Y
A W A K E O N E U S A
M P S A W F U L G A M E S
O C T A A Y S S T I P E S

R A D I O S H O W
O P T I C S U R E A G U A
H O R S E D R A K E E V A
S R O R A Y T A T A S

S T A B L E T E N N I S
A C T S P L A T E A R M O R
S H E P H O W T O T A E L
K E D S A T T E N O D D S
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